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of America's interventionism. He wants a " Third
World" approach in American foreign PQlicy, in
Central America as well as in the Middle"East.

a journal of Jewish responsibility

His specific approach to the Middle East, which
includes more " even-handedness" towards tqe
" Third World" Arab nations and more American
pressure on Israel towards appeasement, could be
damaging to Israel's security. But even more
damaging would be a generally antiinterventionist American foreign policy stance,
which would in effect remove the basis for
American support of Israel.
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Jackson's role in the democratic party
Earl Raab
There are three aspects of Jesse Jackson's .;
emergence which can be of special concern to
Jews. One is in the matter of anti-Semitism. More
significant is the matter of attitudes towards
Israel. Most significant, perhaps, is the question
of jackson's effect on the country's politicql
machinery, starting with the Democratic Party,
lere is no ignoring the evidence that Jackson
personally soft on anti-Semitism. His
" Hymie" remark was not as disturbing as his
subsequent failure to immediately see its
significance and repair it. And that was not as
disturbing as his failure to immediately see the
significance of Farrakhan's fulminations, and
dissociate himself from them. His first reaction to
Farrakhan's "dirty religion" reference to Judaism
was to uphold Farrakhan's freedom of speech. His
instincts on this score have not been good, and
that legitimates a certain wariness about him.
However, so far he has always backed away,
however studiedly, and has certainly not tried to
justify anti-Semitism or make it part of his
political platform.
~c:!ems

On the other hand, his stance towards
American/Israeli relations has been an explicit
and major p~rt of his public platform. But this is
not to be seen within the context of any hostility
he may have towards Jews; but rather within the
context of his world political view . He does not
attack Israel directly as much as he attacks
American foreign policy in the Middle East- and
elsewhere. In part, he repeats McGovern's earlier
theme: " Come home, America" - an isolationist
. 'lch, if you will. But it may be a situational
(
lationism; he does not like the current nature
EARL RAAB is the director of the Jewish Community Relations Council in San Francisco.
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Jackson has had a double role in this year's
Democratic Party. On the one hand, he wore the
mantle of spokesman for American blacks and
their agenda, which has not received much explicit political attention of late. It was in that role
that he received such major attention from the
Democratic Party. On the other hand, he became
the spokesmaQ .for a rather extreme, McGovernlike approach to American foreign policy. In that
role, he did not represent the mainstream of today's Democratic Party. He was able to articulate
his foreig!1 policy stance so prominently at the
convention and elsewhere only because he was a
black spokesman.
Blacks Don't Back Jackson Foreign Policy
It is not as though the two roles meshed . Jackson's
foreign policy positions are not part of the
American black agenda. Illustrative of the black
split between the Jackson domestic policy agenda
and the Jackson foreign policy agenda were th e
results of the Measure E referendum vote in
Berkeley . Measure E was an attack on American
aid to Israel , around the suhject of.the West
Bank. Jackson has himself made such a public attack , and prominent Jackson aides supported
Measure E specifically. But Berkeley's black
precincts voted overwhelmingly in favor of
Jackson as a presidential candidate and overwhelmingly against Measure E.
The point is that the Jewish community should
not perceive Jackson as a representative of general
black antipathy towards Israel or even of black
antipathy towards compatible American foreign
policy. By and large, the surveys show, this is just
not a major part of the grassroots agenda. On
foreign policy matters , Jackson is a certain kind of
foreign policy ideologue; he is not a black
spokesman.
There is a caveat attached, which relates to
Jackson's political future. The majority of
American blacks with opinions on the subject are
still more favorable to Israel than to " the Arabs. "

But more American blacks than whites are indifferent to American policy in the Middle East. And
there is this phenomenon: the more educated are
American whites, the more favorable they tend to
be towards Israel; the opposite is true among
blacks. That is probably the case because "Third
World" ideology tends to be the province of more
educated blacks; and also because they are more
likely to make a connection between high spending abroad and low spending at home.

If Jackson developed a cohesive political movement among blacks primarily around domestic
policy issues, a substantial number of those black
adherents could conceivably go along with his
total program, including the foreign policy platform, about which they are now indifferent. That
is a classic political pattern.
Jackson's Political Future
So the nub of the matter becomes Jackson's
political future. Some have said that, because of
Jackson, Jews no longer have a home in the
Democratic Party. But by the same token it might
be said that, because of Jackson, Democratic Party Jews have a reason to defend their home
against Jackson, rather than to abandon it. And
further , they might understand that they are
defending their political home against Jackson's
foreign policy rather than against his black agenda. In fact, they have special reason to make sure
that the black agenda is paid serious attention
within the Democratic Party.
Jesse Jackson has not had a personal political base
or movement, He has been a media candidate,
touching a nerve as a black spokesman on
domestic issues. If the Democratic Party can
"swallow" him by taking on much of the black
agenda- including the prominent involvement of
a number of other black political leaders- then
his danger as a foreign policy ideologue will be
minimized.
If the Democratic Party loses this election, some
Jackson aides have the desire to start a Jackson
third party- and Jackson has not renounced that
desire. If that third party mainly gathered around
it all the movements ideologically opposed to current American foreign policy- of either the
Republican or mainstream Democratic stripethen we would undoubtedly have a third party
splinter which might hurt the Democratic Party
for a while, but would not attain a significant
political power. But if black leadership and
grassroots in this country feel significantly denied,
by America and America's parties, then that third
party, because of Jackson's symbolic persona,
could possibly swell into something more signifi145

cant and dangerous. It still could not seize
power- Jackson's "rainbow" never did
materialize- but it could be seriously divisive, a
move towards the Israelification of American
politics, with implications for greater dissension
in America on foreign policy and on
American/Israeli relations.
In short, a sharp perspective on the meaning and
danger of Jesse Jackson should in itself impel
American Jews to be more rather than less irivolved in creating a strong and successful Democratic
Party this year. And a sharp perspective on the
meaning and danger of J ess-e Jackson should in
itself impel American Jews to be more ratherthan
less involved in renewing attention to the black
domestic agenda this year .•

Jews are searching for a political home
Hyman Bookbinder
Earl Raab once again reveals the good sense that
always characterizes his observations. Surely one
HYMAN BOOKBINDER is the Washington
representative of the American Jewish Committee.
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must agree with his last conclusion, that attention
to the "Black domestic agenda" should be high on
the Jewish agenda if we are to meet the Jackson
challenge. I'm confident that Earl would agree
that this should be true even if there were not a
Jackson challenge. And there surely cannot be indifference to the chall~nge Jackson poses in the
foreign policy area. It is significant- and
ominous- that among.Black educated youth,
from whose ranks will come the next generation
of Black leaders, one finds the greatest level of
support for Jackson, the greatest level of extremist
third-worldism, and (from AJC surveys) the
greatest level of actual or latent anti-Semitism.

with this is that it is not at all clear what kind of
political party American Jews want. A justconducted AJC poll of American Jewish opinion
includes a fascinating question: If you could
choose among four candidates, one a liberal in
domestic affairs and a "dove" in foreign affairs,
one a liberal in domestic affairs and a " hawk" in
foreign affairs, one a conservative in domestic affairs and a "dove" in foreign affairs, and one a
conservative in domestic affairs and a " hawk" in
foreign affairs, which would you choose? The
results were: Liberal Dove- 30.2 %, Liberal
Hawk- 28.6 %, Conservative Dove- 15.8 %,
Conservative Hawk- 25.4 % .

It is difficult to say to what extent Jackson reflects
views in the Black community that are hostile to
Jewish interests and to what extent he prompts
such views. In any case, the Jewish response to
him must be developed and carried out with the
most prudent and sophistic-ated balance of unequivocal rejection of his anti-Jewish and antiIsrael words and acts on the one hand, .along with
a sympathetic hearing of legitimate complaints
and policy proposals on the other. This hasn't
easy in the last few months and won't be
easier in the months ahead. The judgment
Is will not be obvious ones. For example, while
I have frequently spoken out against Jacksonsometimes quite angrily- I have never thought it
useful or appropriate to pin the label of antiSemite on him. We may wish to talk with him in
the future- if he should behave in such a way
for long enough to provide grounds for hoping
that he finally understands the Jewish agony with
him and that he may be prepared to moderate
some of his own views in order to become a more
viable "rainbow" leader. From the angle of
Jewish interest, we cannot afford to discard entirely the possibility of some future "detente."
Even as I write these words, I know as a certainty
that some careless and suspicious readers will conclude that I am preparing to cave in to Jesse
Jackson. No, what I am saying is that we have a
responsibility not to make it any easier than it
might otherwise be for Jesse Jackson to use his
demonstrated hold on the minds and the loyalties
of the Black community, especially the young and
the educated, to move them in an anti-Jewish,
anti-Israel, anti-democratic direction .

So there's your typical Jew! Split 60-40 on the
liberal-conservative front , and split 46-54 on the
dove-hawk front. So what kind of Democratic
party should Jews qua Jews support?

One Party Cannot Represent Jews
Earl Raab concentrates his essay on the impact on
the Democratic Party of Jackson's brand of thirdlIforldism, as well as the imposition of a
Jacksonite domestic program, and he declares it
particularly important for Jews to stay in and
fight for a better Democratic party. The problem
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The sad fact is that too many Jews, I fear, now
find thems~lves uncomfortable and unhappy with
both major political parties. Those who on
general ideological grounds are essentially
Democrats are unhappy with what J acksonism is
doing,to their party. And milny of those who have
already become Republicans or have been considering doing so are now terribly troubled with
what extremist fundamentalist Christian infuence
is doing to their party. Both parties are indeed
now facing major internal struggles for power and
for definition, facing formidable challenges from
extremists. That leaves the great p011tical middle,
including many Jews , facing political
homelessness in the years ahead. I agree with
Earl, but I go further. Jews should be active in
both parties and seek allies within each to prevent
either party from being overrun by extremists.
Neither type of extremism is good for the Jews .•

The democratic party is not our home
Ruth King
Earl Raab contends that Democratic Party Jews
have reason to defend their political home against
Jesse Jackson's foreign policy. However, it is not
Jackson but the party itself that presents problems
for Jewish voters. In 1980, several years before
jackson's sideshow, a major realignment of Jewish
voters occurred when 35 % voted for Ronald
Reagan . Among them were a few die-hard
Democrats who really cast their votes against
Carter , but the majority clearly rejected the
Democratic Party and its entire platform .
RUTH KING is on the executive committee of
Americans for a Safe Israel.

In 1984 Jewish voters may be wary of the
Republican positions on abortion and school
prayer, and supporters of Israel are keenly disappointed with this administration's dreadful Middle East policies- a disappointment made more
acute by the fact that our present governments
purports to be to\lgher on our foes and more supportive of our allies. Nonetheless, Jews remain
skeptical of the Democratic Party's domestic agenda, its orthodox anti-interventionism, and its drift
toward a " third world" approach to foreign
policy. It is a safe bet that the majority of Jews
will vote for Reagan in ovember.
The " third world" view is often manifested by the
Democrats who see America as part of the world's
problem , and Third World revolutionaries as part
of the world's solution. Andrew Young called the
Cubans a stabilizing influence in Africa, and
declared that the Ayatollah was " a kind of saint."
In the same spirit, Jesse Jackson lavishly praised
Che Guevara and Castro without rebuke from
any Democratic spokesmen. Tip 0' eill, the influential Speaker of the House, recently averred
that many congressional opponents of our policies
in Central America are influenced by the reports
of the region's Maryknoll missionaries. This
Catholic orderjs foremost among practitioners of
liberation theology, and Orbis, its official
publishing house, states that the Maryknolls demand a "total restructuring of the oppressive
political and social orders wherever they existin Calcutta, or Chicago , New York, or Recife."
They list approximately' 110 publications whi,ch
catalogue these abuses of human rights
throughout the world. Thirty-nine are devoted to
Latin America , but none include the Soviet Union
or communist nations.
Jews Concerned About Third World Policies
Jewish voters have a particular concern about the
" third world" approach in American foreign
policy, since the Soviet bloc and the Third World
are the fountainhead of international antiSemitism , subtly disguised as anti-Zionism and a
concern for the rights of the Palestinians. Anyone
who doubts that in those nations the words Israel,
Zionism and Jew are totally interchangeable
should note the recent cancellation of the New
York Philharmonic's concert in Kuala Lumpur
because the Malaysian government demanded the
exclusion of a composition by a Jew. The composer in question , Ernest Bloch, had never even
set foot in Israel.
If Democrats seem to have a romantic vision of
the Third World " liberation" armies , their view
of America is certainly dour. In San Francisco
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speaker after speaker described our country in
terms that even Pravda would find exaggerated.
We were depicted as a nation beset with a poisoned ecology, failing economy, wall-to-wall
despair, and inequity from sea to polluted sea.
Ted Kennedy, who should know about such
things, railed against the arrogance of power and
wealth in a system that "takes from the needy and
gives to the greedy." Small wonder that the
Democrats are so loath to defend such a nation.

a

The Democratic Party is Not Good For Jews
Earl Raab correctly asserts that an antiinterventionist stan.c e removes the ba~is for support for Israel. Why does he defend a party whose
dogma is non-intervention? The Democrats have
been opposed to aid to the Nicaraguan " contras";
opposed to mining the harbors of Nicaragua; opposed to military exercises in Honduras; opposed
to military aid to El Salvador; opposed to sending
troops to Lebanon . Even the so called " centrists"
like Senator Moynihan were among the most militant critics of our invasion of Gren~da. In early
September Geraldine Ferraro called the invasion
an inappropriate and precipitous use of force.
On September 17, candidate Mondale, reeling
from the results of the polls, stated that he would .
have used force " to go in there and save American
lives." In fact, the presence of the medical students
in Grenada was incidental to the real task, namely, thwarting a Cuban-Soviet takeover of the
island. When pressed about putative Sandinista
provocations against other Central American nations, Mondale replied that he would consider a
"quarantine" - as if the problem were medical
rather than strategic. One is left to wonder under
what circumstances they would advocate the use
of force.
Raab cautions that Jews -cannot afford to ignore
the domestic Black agenda. What does he mean
by the agenda? The Democrats have defined it as
a need for quotas, couched in the expression
"goals, timetables and other verifiable measures."
They demand increased spending in social programs which have begotten a whole generation of
unwed teenage mothers, malingerers, drug
abusers, and criminals whose problem is not
unemployment but the fact that they are
unemployable. Jews and Blacks should demand
initiatives that guarantee equality of opportunity
without trying to legislate equality of results.
They should insist that Demot::rats confront the
failure of their social programs so that they can
offer new and bold solutions. Instead, all they are
getting from the candidates is a lot of hand
wringing and accusations that the president's
mini-cuts are to blame for absolutely everything .

In 1984 Jewish voters may be wary of the
Republican positions on abortion and school
prayer, and supporters of Israel are keenly disappointed with this administration's dreadful Middle East policies- a disappointment made more
acute by the fact that our present governments
purports to be to\lgher on our foes and more supportive of our allies. Nonetheless, Jews rema in
skeptical of the Democratic Party's domestic agenda, its orthodox anti-interventionism, and its drift
toward a " third world" approach to foreign
policy. It is a safe bet that the majority of Jews
will vote for Reagan in November.
The " third world" view is often manifested by the
Democrats who see America as part of the world's
problem, and Third World revolutionaries as part
of the world's solution. Andrew Young called the
Cubans a stabilizing influence in Africa, and
declared that th e Ayatollah was " a kind of saint."
In the same spirit, Jesse Jackson lavishly praised
Che Guevara and Castro without rebuke from
any Democratic spokesmen. Tip O'Neill , the influential Speaker of the House, recently averred
that many congressional opponents of our policies
in Central America are influenced by the reports
of the region's Maryknoll missionaries. This
Catholic ordex:js foremost among practitioners of
liberation theology, and Orbis, its official
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Latin America , but none include the Soviet Union
or communist nations.
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Jews Concerned About Third World Policies
Jewish voters have a particular concern about the .'
" third world" approach in American foreign
policy, since the Soviet bloc and the Third World
are the fountainhead of international antiSemitism, subtly disguised as anti-Zionism and a
concern for the rights of the Palestinians. Anyone
who doubts that in those nations the words Israel ,
Zionism and Jew are totally interchangeable
should note the recent cancellation of the New
York Philharmonic's concert in Kuala Lumpur
because the Malaysian government demanded the
exclusion of a composition by a Jew. The composer in question, Ernest Bloch, had never even
set foot in Israel.

If Democrats seem to have a romantic vision of
the Third World " liberation" armies, their view
of America is certainly dour. In San Francisco
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speaker after speaker described our country in
terms that even Pravda would find exaggerated.
We were depicted as a nation beset with a poisoned ecology, a failing economy, wall-to-wall
despair, and inequity from sea to polluted sea,
Ted Kennedy , who should know about such
things, railed against the arrogance of power and
wealth in a system that "takes from the needy and
gives to the greedy." Small wonder that the
Democrats are so loath to defend such a nation.
The Democratic Party is Not Good For Jews
Earl Raab correctly asserts that an antiinterventionist stan.c e removes the basis for support for Israel. Why does he defend a party whose
dogma is non-intervention? The Democrats have
been opposed to aid to the Nicaraguan "contras";
opposed to mining the harbors of Nicaragua; opposed to military exercises in Honduras ; opposed
to military aid to El Salvador; opposed to sending
troops to Lebanon . Even the so called " centrists"
like Senator Moynihan were among the most militant critics of our invasion of Grenada. In early
September Geraldine Ferraro called th e invasion
an inappropriate and precipitous use of force.
On September 17, candidate Mondale, reeling
from the results of the polls, stated that he would
have used force "to go in there and save American
lives." In fact, the presence of the medical students
in Grenada was incidental to the real task, namely, thwarting a Cuban-Soviet takeover of the
island . When pressed about putative Sandinista
provocations against other Central American nations , Mondale replied that he would consider a
" quarantine" - as if the problem were medical
rather than strategic. One is left to wonder under
what circumstances they would advocate the use
of force .
Raab cautions that Jews cannot afford to ignore
the domestic Black agenda. What does he mean
by the agenda? The Democrats have defin ed it as
a need for quotas, couched in the expression
" goals, timetables and other verifiable measures ."
They demand increased spending in social programs which have begotten a whole generation of
unwed teenage mothers, malingerers , drug
abusers, and criminals whose problem is not
unemployment but the fact that they are
unemployable . Jews and Blacks should demand
initiatives that guarantee equality of opportunity
without trying to legislate equality of results.
They should insist that Democrats confront th e
failure of their social programs so that they can
offer new and bold solutions. Instead, all they are
getting from the candidates is a lot of hand
wringing and accusations that the president's
mini-cuts are to blame for absolutely everything.

It is always in our best interest to be involved in
the politics of both parties. Jews have considerable political skills and sophistication and
their involvement has been the best guarantee for
continued support for Israel. The Republican
platform is flawed, and ~s mentioned before, this
administration has been decidedly indifferent to
Israel's security concerns. Nonetheless, it is clearly
the lesser of two evils, and increased Jewish participation is crucial in the party that clearly
reflects the opinions of the majority of Americans.
Those Democrats who have a nostalgic attachment to their party have even more · to gain from
its defeat in 1984. Only then will its perverse drift
toward the left be halted , its failed policies
repudiated, and its doors opened to those
Oemocrats who feel that th ey no longer have a
political home . •

The invisibility of jewish leftists
Carolyn Toll Oppenheim
This summer has been an especially lonely and
painful time for me as a politically liberal Jew.
he Jesse Jackson campaign may change the
urse of history in this country. His positions on
most of the issues are exactly what I believe and
rarely hear a presidential candidate express . I
grew up in a subculture of civil rights work and
political liberalism . Most of my friends and family
are Jews working in public interest professions. It
is unthinkable that I would not want to feel part
of the first black candidacy for president. How
ugly that this one has chosen a campaign of antiSemitism.
If I felt pain, the thousands of Jewish civil rights
and public interest lawyers were suffering, as
well. For progressives of principle, this wrinkle in
the Jackson campaign has not persuaded us that
the Commentary crowd were right all along and
that we must all run and join B'nai B'rith. The
lonely feelings stem from the awareness that we
have no place to go- not to the Left, where
white Christian silence on this issue is positively
deafening, nor to the insular Jewish Right, which
has certainly given Black people justification for'
feelings of betrayal by some Jews.

My personal sense of loneliness was exacerbated
by a specific incident. I heard an anti-Semitic
speech given by a black clergyman, (a campaign
"Hicial close to Jackson) to a predominantly
,AROLYN TOLL OPPENHEIM , who now lives
in Brookline, MA., travels to New York monthly

jor meetings oj the Jewish Peace Fellowship and
the Sh'ma Fellows Program.
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white, Christian peace movement conference. I
was there as the staff representative of the Jewish
Peace Fellowship. The speaker, the Rev. Wyatt T .
Walker (of Canaan Baptist Church in Harlem)
opened by saying he had been with Jesse Jackson
in Syria , and noted that the captured U.S. pilot,
Lt. Robert Goodman, who is Black, wouldn't
have "needed Jesse's help if he'd been white or
Jewish." He continued to talk about Jews
throughout his speech, declaring "former friends
of the civil rights movement" and "Jewish
bureaucrats" had betrayed the Black people. He
drew a chart on a blackboard to illustrate his
analysis of American Black history- that each
century ended with a major betrayal. The
betrayal of this century, he said, was by the Jews.
Walker made clear he blamed Jews for what he
considered the loss of Black people's gains of the
oivil rights movement. He named specific Jewish
leaders he believed had betrayed their cause (by
opposing quotas and 'affirmative aotion). Not once
did he mention other factors which have set the
Black community back, like Reaganomics, the
military budget, the cold war or the change in
public priorities.
Ignoring Progressive Jews
I was shocked. I could not believe I was hearing
these things in such a place. Black anger against
the establishment Jewish community is not
something I shrink from confronting and dealing
with. But why come here, to a peace movement
gathering where the only Jews attending are sympathetic to the issues, and attack Jews? What
could be the motive?
I felt Rev. Walker's motive stemmed from the
campaign strategy: to render progressive Jews invisible. That ploy suited their political purposes
this summer (the reasons for that require a whole
separate article). As much as that enraged me,
what disturbed me more was the complicity on
the part of white, liberal Christians and progressive Jews, ourselves.
After Rev. Walker finished his talk , a few people
were invited to share their responses. All except
one were non-Jews. None of them referred to
Walker's remarks about Jews, although they were
central to the speech.
Had I really sat in a roomful of white Christians
listening to a black clergyman- once a close aide
to Martin Luther King- tell them that the Jews,
NOT Reagan , were the major undoing of Black
people in the twenti eth century? I needed
someone to break the silence that greeted that
attack on Jews . It was the silence of white Chris-

tians- the lack of awareness of what it felt like
to us , in that room- that terrified me. It caused
me to wonder about our invisibility on the Left
and in the peace movement, today. It reminded
me of a particularly enraging phone call I had
received from a peace activist. "We need the
Jewish Peace Fellowship's endorsement for this
peace meeting," the caller said, " Because the
whole thing looks overwhelmingly Christian. Can
you help us find more Jews?" I felt frustrated.
The thousands of Jews he already had working
with him were simply invisible. But they were
there: in all the national peace groups, the Freeze
campaigns, and so forth. How dare he ask me
where are the Jews? But our silence- as Jews,
when we work on these things- renders us invisible, it seems. It also makes us vulnerable to those
who would exploit that invisibility, like a Rev.
Walker, whose own personal relationships with
Jewish civil rights lawyers go back some thirty
years.
Liberal Jews Choose Silence
Both Naomi Goodman, JPF president, and I stood
up and confronted Rev. Walker at that gathering.
But I felt that was not enough. To me, the incident was a metaphor for the position of all Jewish
liberals this summer reading and watching the
news and following the "Black/Jewish playoffs."
So I began calling friends and colleagues all over
the country, Jews on the Left, for their comments. I was astonished at the depth of their conviction that liberal Jews should refrain from saying anything critical about Jesse Jackson until
after the No;ember election. Many Jews with a
lifetime of Left political activism behind them
counselled me to be silent so we do not appear to
be adding our voices to the chorus of those who
are truly not on the side of advancement for Black
people.
Interestingly, it was not for a self-hating willingness to suffer insult~ to Jews to protect the
Blacks. Rather it was for a very Jewish fear of being scapegoated in the end. The thinking went as
follows: if Mondale loses the election , white
Christian liberals will be angry that the Jews
forced Mondale to choose hetween them and the
Blacks. The feeling was that it would be better
for the Jews if we ?ll kept a low profile and
stayed out of the struggle. I personally know a
number of prominent Jewish Leftists (including
some Rabbis) who turned down well-meaning
Christian clergymen trying to get Jews to publicly
support Jesse. But these same people felt it wisest
not to talk publicly about the issue.
I personally feel the greater danger is in staying
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silent. Those of us who work as secular
Americans, in the many peace and social justice
groups keeping our Jewishness a private matter,
leave the field open for anti-Semites to pretend
we don't exist. Why do we Jews do all our Rightwing activities as Jews and our Left-wing work as
general Americans?
Two Exceptional Leaders
Two brave Americans on the Left deserve support
and recognition. One is Erwin Knoll, editor
of The Progressive, published in Madison,
Wisconsin. Knoll, a Viennese Jew who fled
Nazism as a teenager, edits a journal whose
editorial view might have easily led him to support the Jackson candidacy. In the Spring, he
wrote an editorial refusing to support Jackson and
citing the attacks on Jews and their implications
as a reason. Knoll has been deluged with angry
mail from Left Jews who cannot believe he is putting hi~ Jewish feelings before his Left convictions. Knoll knows they are inseparable. I am
proud he had the guts, in that political camp, to
stand up. His doing so makes it easier for others.
We must learn to stay on the Left- not run
away- but insist they accept us as Jews, like Erwin Knoll.
But we need support, and for me it came from
Virginia Baron, editor of Fellowship magazine,
the organ of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, a
predominantly Christian, interfaith pacifist
organization with which Jewish Peace Fellowship
is affiliated . Virginia heard about my experience
and urged me to write an article about it, candidly explaining my feelings as a Jew to the mainly
Christian readership. She has broken Christian
silence on this issue and taken a lot of heat from
the organizers of the conference where Wyatt T.
Walker spoke. There has been an abundance of
mail in response to the article- most of it
grateful for the candor on the subject.
Erwin Knoll's Left Jewish pride and courage
together with Virginia Baron's integrity, principles and guts, give me inspiration. I think if the
rest of us stand together with people like them
and follow their model, on the Left, we can beat
the bullies down and do more for our cause than
we ever thought we could .•

... but others say about foreign aid ...
It may be a surprise to the reader to see our
Jewish community labeled as Israel's worst
enemy. We have earned that title through our
lobbying for ever increasing economic aid to
Israel, aid that has made it possible for the Israeli

government to follow irresponsible economic
policies.
The Likud government ran on a budget with a
huge deficit. The printing presses ran to make up
this deficit and bring on 400% inflation. We all
know that among these budget expenditures were
the war in Lebanon and West Bank settlements.
How many know of the brihery of coalition partners? Each of Likud's partners received allocations
from the treasury for its institutions (Aguda's
yeshivot, for example).
Likud economic policies were also a form of
bribery to the electorate. The value of the Shekel
was kept at an artificially high level until the fall
of 1983. Israeli goods were expensive on world
markets and imports were cheap in Israel. First
Israeli's bought cars, then imported color television sets. By the time I was in Israel (end of
September, 1983 to end of January, 1984) almost
everybody I know in I~rael owned a video
recorder. Almost nobody I know in the U.S. twns
one. As we all know Israel's balance of payments
is in a state of crisis, rescued only through
economic aid which deepens Israel's dependency.
o I feel that Israelis should not have the goodies
our technology? No. I do want the Israeli
economy to earn these goodies.
What should be the thrust of our lobbying on
economic aid for Israel?
I fear a too sudden cutoff and the dislocation it
would cause. We should be lobbyi ng for a tapering off of aid and for making that ~id contingent
on reforms in economic policy.
I do not believe the Labor-Likud coalition will
take the needed steps without pressure. Too many
compromises were needed to bring about the
coalition" Likud remains in control of all the
ministries dealing with economic policies .•
Martin Fox
East Lansing, MI

... but others say about dialogue ...
I am a firm believer in dialogue and particularly
among Orthodox, Reform Conservative and
Reconstructionist Jews who live in increasingly
segregated worlds. Yet I turned down a recent invitation for such a dialogue with two other colleagues, each of us to represent our respective
religious movements . I did so because I have
lund that such intra-faith exchanges tend to turn
.nto sporting events with hasidim from each camp
cheering the parrying of their denomination's own
heroes. In that environment, I find myself caught
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up in ideological gerrymandering, carving out all
virtues for my movement and consigning the
worst parts to the other movements. Such
dialogues tend to degenerate into Buckley-like
debates less interested in understanding than in
one-downsmanship.
Still I believe with Buber that "all real life is
meeting" and that as long as there is meeting
there is the hope of life. Towards this end I propose a sort of dialogue which calls for role reversal. Quite simply, each of the panelists agrees to
explain and articulate the virtues of the other's
ideology. For example, my role as a conservative
rabbi would be to depict the strength of Orthodoxy , the attraction of its belief and practice,
its contributions to Jewish life. And my Orthodox
counterpart would do the same, exploring the
positive contributions of my movement. The adequacy of my presentation of Orthodoxy would depend upon the approval of my Orthodox colleague. He may point out what I may have missed or exaggerated. And I w.ould be free to correct
his presentation of my ideology. Such exchanges, I
am convinced, may provide growth experiences
for all parties concerned. They would not lessen
the fidelity to one's own ideology but would likely
reduce the provincial caricaturing of other approaches .
This role reversal may help encourage Jews to
enter into the mind-set of the other and to overcome the prejudices of insularity. Empathy is not

innate. Empath y is an art that requires cultivation. It is indispensable to laying th e grounds for
accommodation and eventual reconciliation of
broken parts which belong together.
Harold M. Schulweis
Encino, CA
PLEASE NOTE the following corrections in the
recent article by Lawrence Baron, " Restoring
faith in human kind" (Sh 'ma 14/276):
In the first paragraph , it should read several hundred thousand Jews were saved during the
Holocaust, and not several thousand. Estimates on
the number saved range from 200 ,000 to
1,000, 000.
In the process of abridging, he inadvertently
forgot to mention Pierre Sauvage's Friend~ of Le
Chambon , "a nonprofit charitab~e foundation
.devoted to fostering an understanding of righteous
conduct during the Holocaust ." It represents one
of the few exceptlOns to the general neglect of the
Righteous Gentiles which h as characterized the
American Jewish response to this aspect of th e
Holocaust.

Sh'ma fellows returning for a second or third year
are DOUGLAS ARONIN , New York attorney,
JOSEPH KAPLAN, New York attorney now living
in Teaneck, NJ. , CAROLYN TOLL OPPENHEIM , free-lance journalist and SARI TROPPER , formerly an English teacher , currently expecting her seventh child .•

Our contributing editors
(Contin ued from 141278)
PA ULA HYMAN, Dean of the Seminary College,
Jewish Theological Seminary of America and
author of From Dreyfus to Vichy ... NORA
LEVIN, Professor of Jewish History at Gratz College, author of The Holocaust ...
DAVID NOVAK, Rabbi , Bayswater Jewish
Center, Far Rockaway, N.Y. author of The Image
of the Non-Jew in Judaism ... STEVEN
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SCHW ARZSCHILD , Professor of Philosophy,
Washington U., Editor, Judaism ,.l960-69 ...
SEYMOUR SIEGEL, Director, United States
Holocaust Memorial Commission, who has recent·
ly edited the collection of papers Conservative
~
Judaism and Jewish Law. ..
ELIE WIESEL, Mellon Professor, Boston University , whose latest book is The Golem .. . ARNOLD
JACOB WOLF, rabbi K.A.M. Isa iah Israel Congregation, Chicago , Editor , What is Man? . .
MICHAEL WYSCHOGROD , Professor of
Philosophy, Baruch College, author of The Body
of Faith.
OUR EDITOR, EUGENE B. BOROWITZ , is
Professor of Education and Jewish Religious
Thought at Hebrew Union College- Jewish Institl:lte of Religion and author of the recent book
Liberal Judaism .
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